Construction and Characterization of UBC4 Mutants with Single Residues Swapped from UBC5.
Ubiquitination is tightly regulated to control degradation, localization and function of various proteins. Ubiquitination is catalysed by three enzymes, namely E1, E2 and E3. The specificity shown by E2s for E3s holds key to regulation of ubiquitination. Here we focussed on the E2 enzymes, UBC4 and UBC5 of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which are almost identical differing only by 11 residues. They show functional complementation in protein degradation, especially during stress response. Existence of two almost identical proteins suggests specialized requirement of one of them under selective conditions. To understand the reasons for the residue differences between them, mutations were introduced in the UBC4 gene to generate single residue variants by swapping with codons from UBC5. Though the variants are found to be functionally active in Δubc4Δubc5 strain of yeast, they cause reduced growth under normal conditions, altered survival under heat and antibiotic stresses, when compared with UBC4. The variants indicated decrease in protein stability theoretically. Hence, the residues of UBC5 individually do not confer any structural advantage to UBC4. Interactive proteins of UBC4 are nearly three times more than those of UBC5. UBC5, therefore, is a functionally minimized version, evolved as another means of regulation to meet cell stage specific needs.